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The Total Solution For Outdoor Spaces



Fortress® is building a better 
tomorrow with our revolutionary 
products and boundary-pushing 
people. We are more than just a railing 
company or a fencing provider. Instead, we 
give you a complete collection of solution-based, 
outdoor products that work in harmony or  
stand alone for beautiful, long-lasting spaces. 

Then we complement this arsenal with a helpful team of people dedicated 
to your success. Our bold, customer-first mindset delivers a Total Solution 
within the residential, commercial, industrial, and high-security segments.
Fortify your future with Fortress. 
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RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

INDUSTRIAL

HIGH-SECURITY

THE TOTAL SOLUTION



FORTRESS® DECKING       BUILD WITHOUT LIMITS.
Fortress® decking is causing a 

revolution by pioneering an evolution. 

We took a fresh look at the decking 

industry and then engineered a total 

solution of beautiful, innovative  

profiles unlike any others.

Our unique manufacturing process 

creates decking that is more dense, 

true, and scratch & slip resistant. We 

can also create shapes, styles and 

aesthetics that the competition can’t 

match. Fortress delivers two distinct 

lines that give you the freedom to 

design a deck with unequaled looks  

and unrivaled durability. 

EXPLORE DECK
IN

G

Fortress® imagined a radical idea. Could we build a PVC 

decking series that defies expectations? As a result of pushing 

the boundaries, our Apex® PVC decking reaches new heights 

in value, quality and aesthetics. Fortress Apex PVC decking 

uses a proprietary tri-extrusion process that delivers the 

beautiful look of tropical hardwoods. In fact, it’s been called, 

“the best board I’ve ever seen” by numerous customers.

APEX® 
CAPPED BAMBOO-PVC COMPOSITE DECKING
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DUAL 
EMBOSSSSED

NATURAL 
LOOK

HIGHEST
SLIP 

RESISTANCE 
IN ANY 

CLIMATE

45%
LIGHTER  

THAN 
COMPOSITE
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WANT A CLOSER LOOK? 
ORDER FREE SAMPLES!  

APEX DECKING 
CLASSIC COLORS 

Brazilian TeakHimalayan Cedar

Arctic BirchAlaskan Driftwood

Fortress Apex® PVC decking’s foam core is reinforced with bamboo, making it 45% lighter than 

composite decking and easy to work with. It expands and contracts 25% less than other PVC decking, 

providing a more consistent, uniform board. Each board is also encapsulated in an acrylic polymer 

that delivers outstanding UV performance. This means your deck won’t fade like other PVC products. 

And, it provides the highest non-slip rating. So, rise up and reach the apex of decking.

GET SAMPLES
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Fortress set out to prove that cost-

effective decking could still deliver 

the strength, usability and beauty 

of its premium cousins. Well, we did 

that and more.

Our Infinity® I-Series decking is 

40% lighter, while keeping the same 

stiffness and mechanical properties. 

This revolutionary design uses 

the historically proven I-beam 

shape, which is uniquely capable of 

handling heavy loads.

Want to see and feel Infinity I-Series 

composite decking up close? 

Request samples today to join the 

decking revolution.

INFINITY® I-SERIES 
CAPPED BAMBOO-PLASTIC 
COMPOSITE DECKING

EVERY 
BOARD 

 IS UNIQUE
2X 

STRONGER
40%

LIGHTER 
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WANT A CLOSER LOOK? 
ORDER FREE SAMPLES!  

I-SERIES DECKING 
CLASSIC COLORS 

Oasis Palm Tiger Cove

Cape Town Grey Caribbean Coral
GET SAMPLES



FORTRESS® RAILING       RETHINK THE RAIL.
Fortress® is one of the strongest 

brands in the railing industry 

because we are always pushing 

to the leading edge. Our products 

are built on the strength of more 

than 50 years of innovation. From 

commercial, code-tested products to 

diverse residential styles, Fortress is 

a category creator. Whether you’re 

looking for aluminum, steel, or a 

different aesthetic entirely, you can 

feel secure that with Fortress, your 

imagination won’t be boxed in.

STRONGEST 
SYSTEMS  

ON THE  
MARKET

SOLUTIONS  
FOR EVERY 

APPLICATION 
CUSTOMIZATION 

FOR ANY LOOK
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A RAIL FOR ALL
– Compare –

EXPLORE RAILIN
G

FORTRESSCABLE H-SERIES

MATERIAL: Cable (Horizontal)

APPLICATION: Residential or Commercial

WARRANTY: 15 Year Limited Manufacturer

FORTRESSCABLE V-SERIES

MATERIAL: Cable (Vertical)

APPLICATION: Residential or Commercial

WARRANTY: 15 Year Limited Manufacturer

Fe26

MATERIAL: Steel

APPLICATION: Residential 

WARRANTY: 15 Year Limited Manufacturer

Fe26  PLUS

MATERIAL: Steel

APPLICATION: Commercial

WARRANTY: 10 Year Limited Manufacturer

Al13  PLUS

MATERIAL: Aluminum

APPLICATION: Residential or Commercial

WARRANTY: Lifetime Limited Manufacturer 

Al13  HOMETM

MATERIAL: Aluminum

APPLICATION: Residential

WARRANTY: Lifetime Limited Manufacturer

PURE VIEW®

MATERIAL: Glass

APPLICATION: Residential or Commercial

WARRANTY: Lifetime Limited Manufacturer

RAILING BALUSTER

MATERIAL: Steel

APPLICATION: Residential or Commercial

WARRANTY: 25 Year Limited Manufacturer

HANDRAIL SYSTEM

MATERIAL: Aluminum or Steel

APPLICATION: Residential or Commercial

WARRANTY: 15 Year Limited Manufacturer 

For unrivaled strength you can lean on, 

explore our bold railing products that 

are never a barrier to your vision.



VERSATILITY  
FOR EVERY 

APPLICATION

ENHANCED 
DURABILITY

ALUMINUM, 
STEEL & 

COMPOSITE 
SOLUTIONS

FORTRESS® FENCING         NO LIMITS. KNOW BOUNDARIES.

V3 - INDUSTRIAL ORNAMENTAL FENCING
Easily rackable, steel fencing to suit grade 
changes common in industrial applications.

Looking for a smarter solution for your perimeter fencing? Go with the 

leading manufacturer who continues to push the industry. At Fortress®, 

we continually forge ahead to deliver the most innovative breadth of 

fencing solutions. Whether you’re building for residential, industrial, 

commercial or high-security applications, we can meet your project’s 

needs. Our fencing systems are versatile, durable and easy to install.

EXPLORE FEN
CIN

G
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TITAN ARCHITECTURAL
Industrial steel fencing line offers rackability, strength and 
durability for commercial and industrial fencing projects.

ATHENS RESIDENTIAL
Aluminum fencing offering  

affordability with premium design.

VERSAI®
Fortress’ patented Pin-Hinge technology

provides a rackable, steel fence that is easy to 
install on aggressive landscapes.

RESIDENTIAL

INDUSTRIAL



V2 - COMMERCIAL ORNAMENTAL  
A complete line of steel commercial products 
featuring 7 styles, 8 heights and 5 gate width 

options, and our 20 year warranty.

ARES™
High-security steel fencing that deters and denies! The 

ultimate high-security fence for asset and people protection.

CUSTOM GATES
Steel gates designed and built to your specifications 

in a broad range of premium finishes.

TITAN CUSTOM
Rackable steel fencing that meets the most stringent 

requirements of industrial architects and federal specifiers.

ESTATE ENCLOSURE SYSTEM
Offering clean welds and upscale privacy while 

being virtually maintenance-free.
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ESTATE
An elegant fusion of steel, wood or 

composite infill boards that provides privacy 
for residential or commercial projects.

OASIS
This line takes composite fencing to a new  
level of performance and aesthetic appeal.

EVOLVER
Aluminum framed composite fencing offering 

the tactile feel of wood with greater resistance 
to UV/weather, insects, mold and fading.

COMMERCIAL

HIGH SECURITY ALL APPLICATIONS

A2™ COMMERCIAL
Aluminum fencing with rackable design, 

 plus larger rail and wider picket profiles.



FORTRESS® FRAMING

GREATER 
SPANS

EASY
 TO 

INSTALL

WORKS  
WITH ANY 
DECKING

Why build a 25-year deck on a wood frame that rots? Our Evolution steel deck 

framing and stair system is the next evolution in decking. If you know how to frame 

with wood, you can frame with steel, even on curves. The interlocking joist and 

ledger system lets you build sturdy, safe decks with less effort. Our powder-coated 

finish provides increased corrosion resistance and a more finished look. Discover a 

smarter steel framing system designed by deck builders, for deck builders.
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ROT? WE THINK NOT.



EASY TO INSTALL

STRAIGHT UNIFORM PIECES

BUILD BEYOND LIMITATIONS

COMPATIBILITY

25 YEAR WARRANTY

A SMART INVESTMENT

AESTHETICALLY BEAUTIFUL

FIRE- AND INSECT-RESISTANT

SUSTAINABLE

WOOD
STEEL

WOOD VS. STEEL
– Compare –

FORTRESS® STAIR SYSTEM       A STEP ABOVE THE EXPECTED.
The steel stair system components, brackets, joists and beams are 

quick, and easy to assemble, dramatically decreasing installation 

time! The stair system’s black sand powder coat delivers an 

aesthetically pleasing modern look on its own. Or, use it with fascia/

trim for a more traditional look.
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EXPLORE FRAM
ING



FORTRESS® CLADDING      PERFORMANCE. ELEVATED.
Art hangs on the wall, or now, it can be the wall. 

Fortress® is excited to bring you the evolution of 

facades with our new cladding products. Fortress 

cladding products are made up of 60% bamboo 

fibers (a strong, safe and sustainable resource) 

and 40% recycled plastics (which would otherwise 

end up in landfills). Create your own masterpiece 

with lasting, vibrant aesthetics, along with vivid 

colors and exceptional warranties. It’s innovation 

climbing to new heights.
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UV, FADE & 
WEATHER 

RESISTANT

ENDURING, 
WARM, WOOD 

AESTHETIC

SHORT LEAD 
TIMES & 
GLOBAL 

AVAILABILITY

EXPLORE CladdingVision

See our cladding colors in  
a real-world setting. Try our 
CladdingVision Visualizer.



• Vibrant, enduring, dual-tone color palette

• Fast, low-cost installation

• Made with FSC bamboo (a fast-growing grass)

• Requires simple maintenance with no harsh chemicals

• Requires no reapplication of toxic chemicals

• Face-fasteners or concealed fastening

• Warranty covers performance, stain & fade

CAPPED BAMBOO-PLASTIC 
COMPOSITE CLADDING BOARDS

CAPPED BAMBOO-PVC  
COMPOSITE CLADDING BOARDS

• Eco-friendly composition & production

• Scratch & moisture resistance

• Made with recycled plastic

• Rich color & natural streaking

• Enhanced timber grain surface textures

• Premium capped composite technology

• Ultra-low maintenance

• Made with recycled plastic

TWO PRODUCTS, SHARED QUALITIES
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EXPLORE

CLADDING



FORTRESS® 
LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES      EXCELLENCE IS IN THE DETAILS.

FORTRESS® FASTENERS         BRINGIN’ IT ALL TOGETHER.
Using state-of-the-art technology and manufacturing 

methods, Fortress® has developed a complete range 

of durable, specialized fastener systems. They work 

together in perfect synergy to ensure the longevity 

and stability of your deck.
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EXPLORE LIGH
TIN

G

EXPLORE FASTENERS

FortressAccents™ is a complete line of post 

caps, base covers and LED Lighting accessories 

for decks, patios and other outdoor spaces. Our 

patent pending technology takes lighting to a 

whole new level with intuitive installation and 

user-friendly functionality. Illuminate outdoor 

rooms with ease.



FORTRESS® PERGOLASSHELTER FROM THE MUNDANE

Built from the same materials as our steel deck framing, our game-changing steel 

pergolas add style, character and peace of mind to any space. Relax knowing you can 

build or enjoy a pergola that’s built to last. Our structural steel is dual layer protected 

against fire, corrosion, twisting, insects and rot. Plus, the powder coated finish provides 

a modern, contemporary look and a unique design aesthetic that makes a statement.
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EXPLORE PERGOLAS



®
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OUT
We deliver revolutionary products built for the OUTSIDE 
by a bunch of OUTSIDERS. This rebel spirit is a refreshing 
change that makes a real difference.

DURABLE
All of our products are extremely DURABLE and proven to 
stand up to anything Mother Nature throws at them.

LIVING
It’s a way of LIFE that’s unique to Fortress Building Products.

W
ATCH

 TH
E VIDEO

Watch our video to see how we take 
the outdoors to the next level.

To be a true innovator in the industry takes bold imagination and 

radical ideas. For example, when we tried to sum up all that we offer 

in our Total Solution of products and services, no such category 

existed. So, we did what any true pioneer would do. 

WE CREATED A NEW ONE. WE CALL IT OUTDURABLE LIVING®. 

It sums up our complete collection of products that are resilient, 

refined and really easy to care for. After all, your time is valuable. 

That’s why we provide revolutionary materials for the outside that 

are easy to install and maintain. So, relax and build without limits.



BUILDING A  
BETTER TOMORROW
At Fortress®, we believe in 

leading global change in the 

way people build and live. That 

means giving back to the people 

and communities we impact. It means 

staying ahead of the curve regarding safety, 

security and industry standards. And it 

means building a workplace where our team 

is inspired and supported. When the world is 

a better place, we all win.

This resilient spirit extends to taking care of 

our planet. We are committed to prioritizing 

sustainable materials and building practices. 

From the reused, recycled and renewable 

raw ingredients we use to create our 

products, to the solar power we harness 

to manufacture, we are proud to offer you 

holistically sustainable solutions.

BY ALWAYS LOOKING TOWARDS 

TOMORROW, WE CAN ENGINEER 

A STRONGER, SMARTER AND 

GREENER OUTLOOK.

FORTIFY THE FUTURE
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THE TOTAL SOLUTION
— PRODUCTS, PROGRAMS & POSSIBILITIES THAT DEFY EXPECTATIONS —

TEXAS-SIZED SUPPORT

Where we come from, everything is bigger… including our helping hands. 

We value the relationships with the professionals in our industry and the 

families that ultimately own our products.

Should there ever be a question or topic that we can help you with, please 

call us during business hours to talk to a real person at (866) 323-4766 or 

email at sales@fortressbp.com and you will receive a prompt reply.


